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HINTS & TIPS
Always read the project sheet in full 

before starting the cake!
Let cupcake discs dry for 24 hours.

HINTS & TIPS
To make your own modelling paste, 

add a little tylo to the fondant.
Use a Water Pen to attach your paste.

HINTS & TIPS
Allow the modelling paste shapes 
to sit and firm up for a short time 

before attaching to the cake.

HINTS & TIPS
If the modelling paste is sticking to your 
tools or mat use the FMM Dab-a-Dust for 

dusting with either cornflour or icing sugar.

FMM PRODUCTS
 FMM MIX ‘N’ MATCH FACE CUTTER

 FMM DAB-A-DUST (IF REQUIRED)

 FMM KNIFE AND SCRIBER TOOL

 FMM WATER PEN

NON-FMM PRODUCTS
 NON STICK MAT & NON STICK ROLLING PIN

 MODELLING PASTE IN AN ASSORTMENT OF COLOURS

 WATER & PAINTBRUSH

 EDIBLE PEN OR PAINT (IF REQUIRED)

 CUPCAKES WITH BUTTERCREAM SWIRLS
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SANTA 
 Dust the work surface using cornflour or icing sugar. Use an FMM Dab-a-
Dust for ease. Roll out your pale pink modelling paste 2-3mm thick. Place the 
cutter on top of your icing and apply pressure with your hand. Gently slide the 
cutter backwards and forwards on the work surface to produce a clean cut.
 For the hat, roll out some red modelling paste and use the large circle cutter 
to cut out a circle. Cut a crescent shape with the large circle cutter and trim 
the crescent depending on the size of hat required. From white modelling paste 
cut the rim of the hat using the large circle cutter to fit the base of the red hat. 
Attach to the top of the face.
 For the eyes, mouth, hair and beard, use the 4 shapes on the other side 
of the cutter. Roll out some white modelling paste. For the hair and beard use 
the small oval cutter and cut enough ovals to cover the sides of the face and 
chin. Also cut two for the eyes. To complete the eyes, roll a small amount of 
blue modelling paste and use the tiny circle cutter adding two tiny dots of black 
modelling paste for the pupils. Cut a mouth from red modelling paste using the 
small oval cutter and two cheeks from dark pink modelling paste for the cheeks. 
Hand roll a ball for the nose from the dark pink modelling paste. Attach to the 
face.

SNOWMAN
 Dust the work surface using cornflour or icing sugar. Use an FMM Dab-a-
Dust for ease. Roll out your white modelling paste 2-3mm thick. Place the cutter 
on top of your icing and apply pressure with your hand. Gently slide the cutter 
backwards and forwards on the work surface to produce a clean cut.
 Roll out some red modelling paste. Using the large circle cutter, cut two 
marrow crescent shapes to form the scarf. Attach to the body. 
 Use the 4 shapes on the other side of the cutter to create the snowman’s 

features. From the white modelling paste, cut out the head using the large oval 
cutter. Roll out some black modelling paste. Using the tiny cutter, cut five small 
circles for the eyes and the buttons. Attach the eyes to the head and put it above 
the scarf and attach the buttons below the scarf on the body.
 Hand roll the nose from orange modelling paste and attach between the 
eyes. A mouth can be created using a tool to mark the modelling paste or an 
edible pen or paint. 

REINDEER 
 Dust the work surface using cornflour or icing sugar. Use an FMM Dab-a-
Dust for ease. Roll out your dark brown modelling paste 2-3mm thick. Place the 
cutter on top of your icing and apply pressure with your hand. Gently slide the 
cutter backwards and forwards on the work surface to produce a clean cut.
 Use the 4 shapes on the other side of the cutter. Roll out a small amount 
of white, red, black and light brown modelling paste. To make the snout and 
nose; from light brown modelling paste use the large oval cutter and from the 
red modelling paste use the small oval cutter. Attach the red nose to the light 
brown snout and attach to the lower face. Use the large circle cutter to cut 
small crescent shapes from the light brown modelling paste and cut them to the 
desired length. Attach to the face above the eyes to form the antlers.
 For the eyes, cut two small ovals from white modelling paste and from the 
black modelling paste cut two tiny circles. Attach the tiny black circles to the 
white ovals and attach to the face above the snout.

There are loads of Christmas designs you can make from this cutter, let 
your imagination run wild and come up with your own festive fun ways 
to decorate your cupcakes, alternatively see some of our ideas on our 
website: http://www.fmmsugarcraft.com/products.php?product=Mix-
N-Match-Face-Cutter
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